DPLA Content & Scope Workshop
The College of Physicians of Philadelphia
19 S 22nd St.
February 1 – 2, 2012

February 1
Short Early Evening Program
4:00PM – Mutter Museum (Meet in Lobby)
  • Optional tours of the College of Physicians Library and Mutter Museum

5:15PM – Ashhurst Reading Room, The College of Physicians
  • Maura Marx: Welcome presentation
  • Lori Jahnke: Presentation on the potential role of discipline specific digital libraries as aggregators for DPLA

6:45PM – Fork Restaurant (306 Market Street)
  • Dinner!

February 2
All Day Program – Thomson Hall, The College of Physicians
The object for the day’s work is to discuss and formulate phase one of the DPLA Collection Development Strategic Plan: Metadata aggregation of open cultural heritage objects, with the goal to publish this to the general DPLA community for open comment immediately following the workshop.

8:30AM
Rachel Frick: Goals of the Day/ Meeting Kickoff

9:00AM
Informational Speakers (20 minutes each):
  • Terry Reese: Presentation on how public universities can work with public libraries
  • Sarah Shreeves: Briefing about the NISO/IMLS Framework of Guidance for building good digital collections and how this effort intersects with DPLA
  • Martin Kalfatovic: Update from the Technical Workstream

10:00AM – Break

10:30AM
  • Open discussion/topics to be addressed before and after lunch:
    o National metadata aggregation network model for existing digitized materials
    o Metadata and CC0

12:00PM – Lunch in meeting room
1:00PM
Continued Discussion

3:00PM – Break

3:30PM
Wrap up:
   • Designate cross-stream delegates to help communicate with other work-streams
   • Brainstorm about the in-copyright content workshop:
     o Informational Update from Legal Workstream: Jim Neal
     o Research questions we need answered in order to get the most of the meeting,
     o Topics that came up in Workshop 1 discussion that need to be carried over.
   • Follow up activities.

4:00PM END